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Abstract: Arc welding robots are widely used in factories. Most robots require highly-skilled workers doing time-consuming 

and tedious programming work. The proposed new teaching system in this paper is aiming to simplify the programming process 

by adding a path point generation module, which depends on a RGB-D sensor to obtain the point cloud and generate path points 

for space curve seam. The advantage of this system is simplifying the teaching process, which is a step forward of realizing 

task-level programming. The system is used on an ordinary arc welding robot while not changing it, working as a plug-and-play 

type solution for easy programming. In this paper, the structure of this teaching system is described. Software architecture of 
important modules in the system is presented in details. An example is showed that how this system is working.  
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1 Introduction 

Robot programming is a time-consuming and 

complicated work, which requires new workers training 

long time to be competent for this job. The interaction 

between human and robot are expected to be easier and more 

flexible. We want a more intelligent robot that is easy to 

program. Thus, there would be a considerable productivity 

improvement of the robot. Besides, human’s workload shall 

be released, and enterprise would get a better benefit. 

Flexible, low-cost, and easy-to-use methods are certainly 

needed for expanding robotic industry[1]. 

 According to Pires[2], human-machine interfaces(HMI), 

including the devices as well as interfaces and systems, 

enable humans and machines to cooperate on the shop floor 

as coworkers benefitting from each other’s capabilities.  

Traditional teach pendant as one of HMI has always been 

considered unintelligent. Off-line programming [3-5] 

system has been developed and working as a more 

intelligent HMI. To put it simply, off-line programming 

system generates tool path on a CAD model, simplifying the 

teaching process as well as improving robot’s working 

efficiency. Off-line programming system is expensive 

however, and for different types of robots, the output should 

have the right interface of different robot language. Besides 

off-line programming, virtual reality based teach pendant 

[6-11] and teach pendant with remote-control devices [7, 10, 

12] also have been researched. Because of immature 

technology, they have not been widely used.  

Recent years, increasing the utilization potential of 

robotics in small and medium enterprises (SME) have been 

a topical issue. Finding an easy-to-use and low-cost as well 

as flexible solution is many researchers’ goal. Min-jae 

etc.[13] developed personal data assistant (PDA) as a 

wireless teach pendant for a mobile shipbuilding welding 

robot with embedded controller system that welds and 

moves autonomously inside the double hull structure of a 

ship. Hsien-I etc.[14] proposed a teaching system consists of 
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the teach pen. Optical markers and a motion capture system 

are on the pen, enabling users to operate robotic arms and 

accomplish teaching tasks easily. Yoshimasa etc.[15] 

developed a multimodal teaching advisor for 

sensor-enhanced robotic systems used in manufacturing, 

which can significantly improve total robotic system 

performance by ensuring a high-quality teaching task. 

Sanghun etc.[16] proposed a smart phone based intuitive 

teach pendant. The smart phone orientation information can 

be considered as some control device which has a universal 

joint in base part, and matching orientation information of 

smart phone to end effector of manipulator. 

Besides developing easy-to-use new interface of teach 

pendant to make teaching robot fluently, generating tool 

path and ease operator’s workload with the help of vision 

system also attracted many researchers. Paschke etc.[17] put 

up a method that that extracting the path of the manipulator 

from the image by geometrical connecting few given 

intermediate positions to form a smooth trajectory. Ruf and 

Horaud[18] proposed a methodological framework for 

trajectory generation in projective space. The framework 

enables trajectories that respect rigidity constraints of 

structure and motion. Zha and Du presented a new approach 

to the generation and optimization of the position and 

orientation trajectories in Cartesian task space. Pachidis and 

Lygouras[19] presented a vision-based integrated method 

intended for path generation for a robot-based arc welding 

system, which is composed of the recently developed 

pseudo stereovision system or an ordinary stereovision 

system, with the help of human selecting some edge pixel, to 

generate a line path automatically. Emilio et al.[20] put up 

an optimal path-generation algorithm for manufacturing of 

arbitrarily curved surfaces using uncalibrated vision, which 

enables a user to interact with the system using a 

commercial computer pointing device. 

Actually, a real intelligent robot should have some 

knowledge or comprehensive ability of the task it will do. 

Therefore, devices for perception should be used to strength 

robot’s intelligence. The more things robots understand, the 

easier job will programming become. Reduce the gap 

between human and robot would make it possible to 



  

program in task level, easily and efficiently. Many 

researches about 2D vision applied in real time path control 

have been conducted.  

 In the new teaching system proposed by this paper, a 

RGB-D sensor is used to obtain the 3D vision and applied to 

path point generation. According to the point cloud 

collected by RGB-D sensor, point generation module 

calculates path points for the robots. Operator just needs to 

check the path and set velocities for generated path points. 

In the following of this paper, chapter 2 presents the 

structure of the whole system, and describes software 

architecture of upper computer and teach pendant. Then, 

chapter 3 explains the algorithm of path points generation in 

upper computer, and the concrete functional modules of 

teach pendant are presented. Finally chapter 4 look into the 

application prospects and chapter 5 concludes the whole 

system. 

2 Structure of teaching system 

This teaching system consist of an auto path point 

generation module based on RGB-D sensor, aiding operator 

teach the robot move along the welding line, as well as a 

teach pendant to accomplish robot programming— path 

point generation only output a set of path points and 

corresponding pose of the robot, to complete a valid robot 

program, velocity and other information should be set by 

operators with traditional teach and playback function. 

Software is developed in  into two basic part: 1)  upper 

computer part take charge of image processing and path 

point generation; 2) teach pendant part take charge of teach 

and play back function . Fig.1 showed the basic idea of this 

system. RGB-D sensor obtains the point cloud of weldment. 

Upper computer deals with the data and generates path 

points, then send it to teach pendant and controller. Teach 

pendant provide operator an interface to edit teach file. 

 
 

Fig. 1:  Upper computer, RGB-D sensor and teach pendant compose a teaching system with auxiliary path point generation modules. 

 

2.1 Modules in upper computer  

Modules in upper computer are developed in Robot 

Operating System (ROS). ROS is an open source project 

first developed in 2007 by the Artificial Intelligence 

Laboratory at Stanford. ROS provides a communication 

infrastructure and services for programs and processes on a 

host Linux system. Many fundamental libraries, drivers and 

tools are provided to help user develop applications, such 

OpenCV and PCL libraries, RGB-D sensor driver freenect 

and RIVZ tools. ROS also provide many easy-to-use 

mechanisms such as message and service, package 

management and so on. 

Based on the message passing mechanism on ROS, the 

whole upper computer consists of scores of nodes, which 

passes messages to each other, as shown in Fig.2.  

1) The driver publishes point cloud message at the rate 

about 30 fps. 

2) The node “Divide” turned point cloud message to RGB 

and depth message and publishes them at the same rate. 

3) The node “Processing” get the RGB message. a) 

Selects region of interest (ROI) with only welding line, 

without torch tip, and smoothing. Then publish it to gray 

image message. b) Selects (ROI) with torch tip, and 

smoothing. Then publish it to collision image message. 

4) The node “Extracting” welding line just needs to fetch 

a frame of the gray image message every 3 second when no 

collision is happen. Because robot moves in low speed, each 

contiguous frame has slightly difference, and about every 3 

seconds finish the path planed every frame. After 

abstracting, publish the binary image of welding line 

message. 

5) The node “Detecting” collision gets the collision image 

message published by the node “Processing”. Checks every 

frame if there is a collision. If nothing happens, do nothing; 

if there is a warning of collision, publish a cancel message to 

the node Transferring data, and publish a restart message to 

tell node Abstracting welding line start working right now; 

if there have already happened a collision, just stop robot 

and waiting for operator processing. 



  

6) The node “Generating” path points first get the binary 

image of welding line message and depth image message, 

calculates path points and publish the path point under 

camera coordinate message. 

7) The node “Converting” coordinates get the path point 

message, and the current robot pose message published by 

the node Transferring data, uses the hand-eye-calibration 

matrix transfer the pose to tool coordinate and publishes the 

target pose message. 

8) The node “Transferring” data get the target pose 

message and send it to controller, teach pendant, and save it 

locally. At the same time, receives the current pose of robot 

and publishes to the current robot pose message. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Interaction between nodes and their communication 

messages. 

2.2 Teach pendant working mode 

Table 1: Working Mode for Teach Pendent 

Working Mode Rely on Function 

Jog Mode None 
Move robot’s end effector 

step by step manually 

Teach Mode Jog Mode 

Teach robot moving along 

specified trajectory manually, 

and edit information velocity 
etc. in the robot program. 

Path Generation 

Teach Mode 
Teach Mode 

Robot moving along specified 

trajectory with the help of 
auxiliary path point 

generation module. And 

operator edit program 

manually. 

Playback Mode None 
Playback completed robot 

program.  

As mentioned above, upper computer only gives a set of 

path points, operators use teach pendant to complete the 

robot programming. A general arc welding robot 

programming platform is still needed. Teach pendant in this 

system can be independently used without upper computer.  

Table 1 shows the main working mode of the teach 

system. Path generation teach mode makes this teach 

pendant different from other products. If using the teach 

pendant without auxiliary path point generation module, Jog 

Mode and Teach Mode and Playback Mode will be used. 

Teach Mode is the same as ordinary teach pendant: moving 

the end effector of the robot manually and write the 

program.  

3 Working principle of the teaching system 

3.1 Path point generating process in upper computer 

The upper computer aims to get some intermediate points 

of the welding line as paths points from point cloud 

collected by RGB-D sensor. Basically, there are four main 

function modules: 

1) Image processing: Recognizing 2D features are much 

faster than recognizing 3D features. So before extracting 

welding line, the first step is converting point cloud to RGB 

image and depth image. And with only one RGB-D camera, 

in some angle of view, workpiece itself may obstruct the 

welding line.  

In order to extract the welding line, a ROI (region of 

interest) with only welding line of the image should be 

selected. And to detect collision, another ROI with torch tip 

should be selected. 

After ROI has been set, use a Gaussian-Filter first to 

release the possible noise. Black-hat transformation and 

top-hat transformation are used to stick out the welding line 

area. To handle different light condition and different 

material of workpiece, the results of black-hat and top-hat 

transformation are added to obtain both bright area and dark 

area, so both bright details and dark details are gained. Next, 

an image with good edges shall get after using canny edge 

detector. Open operation should be repeated several time 

after that, to remove some small interference lines. In case of 

the situation that edges with intermittent discontinuities, 

divide the picture in parts that every part is a close region; 

join them together if the distance between them is within the 

limit. Finally, using canny detector again and obtain a 

continuous welding line edge as showed in Fig.3 b). 

 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 3: Welding line comparison. a) is the original gray-level 

image; b) is the extracted welding line. 

2) Path point generation: Assuming current position of 

torch tip is already located in the picture of welding line in 

point  𝑃𝑘(𝑖𝑘 , 𝑗𝑘),  the basic idea of getting the next path 

point 𝑃𝑘+1(𝑖𝑘+1, 𝑗𝑘+1) is adding a vector step on 𝑃𝑘 . Step 

length can be fixed, for example, 5 pixels. The direction of 

the vector approximately parallel with the tangle line, at the 

point of intersection of the left welding and horizontal line 

passes  𝑃𝑘  .  𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃 is the direction, with which 𝑃𝑘+1  is 

calculated. 
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𝑖𝑘+1 = STEP_LENGTH ∙  
1

√1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃
+ 𝑖𝑘 

𝑗𝑘+1 = STEP_LENGTH ∙  
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃

√1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃
+ 𝑗𝑘 

3) Pose calculation: After getting the path point 𝑃𝑘+1 

from 2D image, depth image would be used to calculate the 

3D coordinate and the pose of welding torch. To keep torch 

tip be vertical with the seam, build a seam coordinate, whose 

director vector of Z axis and X axis can be calculated by:  

𝑧𝑘+1 =
𝑃𝑘𝑃𝑘+1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ × 𝐿𝑘+1𝑅𝑘+1

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗

‖𝑃𝑘𝑃𝑘+1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ × 𝐿𝑘+1𝑅𝑘+1

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗‖
 

𝑥𝑘+1 = 
𝑃𝑘𝑃𝑘+1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗

‖𝑃𝑘𝑃𝑘+1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗‖

 

The final step is calculating the pose under base 

coordinate. The generated path points and corresponding 

pose are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4: Generated path points and corresponding pose 

4) Collision Detection: In case of planned path point 

deviate off the center of welding line, collision detection 

module should be run all the time. First, recognize torch tip 

in the image, use the feature point as center to form to circle. 

Next, calculate the physical distance between all points in 

the circle with the torch tip, with depth image. If there is a 

point in the ex-circle that have the distance less than allowed 

minimum distance, a warning will be triggered. If the point 

is in the inner circle, an error would be triggered. 

3.2 Concrete functional modules of teach pendant 

Teach pendant, mainly working as an interface, making 

human communicate easier with robot. The software 

architecture can be roughly divided into three categories, 

GUI, data structure, and data communication. 

1) GUI: The GUI consists of 6 sub-interfaces, including 

teach-and-playback interface, setting interface, IO interface, 

logging in interface, information of robot interface, file 

transferring interface.  

Teach-and-playback interface consist of program editing 

module, jog setting module, and playback setting module. 

Program editing module is an editor program, with the 

function of syntax checking. 

Setting interface is used to setting 24 users’ and tools’ 

coordination, and their own information, such as velocity 

limitation. 

IO interface takes charge of modify AI, DI, and read AO, 

DO. 

Logging in interface is used to build connection with 

controller, including set IP address and port, as well as 

authentication. 

Robot information interface shows information about the 

robot, such as number of current connected robot, type of 

controller, warning messages and error logs. 

File transferring interface using FTP to realize file 

transferring between teach pendant and controller. And we 

can read and delete files in controller. 

2) Data structure: There are three kind of messages the 

teach pendant will communicate with controller, including 

setting information, robot program files, and jog command. 

All these messages organized as a fixed format Struct. There 

are ten parameters in the Struct, the first one takes for 

priority, the second one takes for task ID, the other eight 

parameters’ concreate meaning relates to the task ID. 

Before sending message to controller, setting information 

for the robot is saved in XML format locally. Robot program 

is saved in two part, program saved as plain text, while path 

points information organized in the form of linked list, saved 

in XML mode. Program and path point files have the same 

file name, but with different suffix. 

 

 

Fig. 5:  Software architecture of teach pendant. 

3) Data communication: Teach pendant uses two 

protocols for communication. FTP for bulk file transfer and 

TCP for communicate with upper computer and controller. 

4 Further Application 

In the background of Industry 4.0, enterprises are 

intended to use more intelligent device to be competitive 

and improve benefits. Industrial robots should become 
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initiative to solve problems other than just calculate what 

human input to achieve meaningful intelligence. As in this 

system, the robot with an RGB-D sensor is able to explore 

how to complete the work without instruction, which could 

be called task-level programming. It will be an essential 

feature of intelligent robot. 

With similar nature of work, generalizing this system to 

cutting robots and spraying robots with a little transform 

would be easy, yet meaningful. 

To further simplify welding robot programming, 

developing an auto programming system shall be the next 

step. Operators won’t need to edit program on teach pendant, 

robot would find its own way and write the program. 

Besides, the algorithm could be strengthened to handle the 

case of multiple welding lines. Furthermore, this teaching 

system could combine with off-line programming to 

improve accuracy.  

5 Conclusion 

This system is an attempt and start achieving robot auto 

programming with the help of vison system, the design idea 

of which can be generalized to the analogous robot product, 

like cutting robot and spraying robot. 

With the support of RGB-D sensor, this system make 

robot can find its own way in a single space wielding line. 

The proposed system would ease operator’s work at a large 

extent. This is meaningful, because just like human and 

animals, robots should also have a vision system to 

consolidate the intelligence. 

Another practical advantage of this teaching system is 

that no requirement for welding robot itself and not much 

change supposed to be applied to robot. This plug-and-use 

feature make this system can be used to plant upgrades with 

little prices. 

The accuracy of this teaching system is not perfect now, 

with more accuracy RGB-D sensor and improved algorithm, 

the error of generated path points and center welding line 

would be more satisfied. The auxiliary path point generation 

module now are supposed to be used in wide welding line, 

manually teaching every path point is suggested when 

facing thin welding line. 
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